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PARTNER OVERVIEW

ShowClix, a product of Patron Technology, offers a 

full-service technology solution to help professional 

event organizers handle ticketing, seating, marketing, 

analytics, customer support, and on-site operations 

for events.
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THE CHALLENGE

Pittsburgh-based Showclix faced a shifting and 

difficult hiring landscape: graduates from the city’s 

top universities sought more competitive markets 

and big tech companies opening new Pittsburgh 

offices lured the local talent, leaving innovators and 

start-ups at a disadvantage when seeking developers 

to grow with their company. 

ShowClix Director of Software Engineering, 

Jarrett Hawrylak, recalls how the company’s job 

postings would often sit unfilled for months. When 

he did have candidates, Jarrett weighed the many 

costs of hiring. “Our process can take four to six 

weeks at a minimum to just get someone in the 

door. In a difficult hiring time, it’s several months.”  

After being acquired by Patron Technology, the 

company’s challenges were amplified. With new, 

aggressive growth targets to hit, ShowClix was even 

more pressed to hire new developers. “We were 

constantly behind on hiring. We went from being 

one person behind to three. As we worked to acquire 

more companies, we needed to quickly bootstrap 

resources to take on those projects.”

ShowClix needed to build its team fast, but without 

neglecting quality. “We were looking for something 

more integrated than a traditional outsource 

contract,” Jarrett explains. With their projects’ 

size and complexity, ShowClix needed real team 

integration beyond “shipping out something and 

hoping to get a piece of code back,” and they needed 

to do it within an ultra-competitive job market. 
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In 2016, ShowClix onboarded their first Andela team 

member, Nairobi-based developer, Alex. He handled 

code quality issues, user acceptance testing, bug fixes, 

and partnership integrations, but his contribution to 

the distributed culture is what stood out. 

“Alex was remote employee number one for us. Back 

then, we didn’t have any infrastructure for remote. 

Alex was an exemplary initial candidate,” Jarrett 

praises. “He made it known he was on the team, not 

just a person on the other end of Slack that we ship 

work to.” 

When the acquisition by Patron Technology pushed 

the company to ramp up production and accelerate 

their hiring timeline, Jarrett considered Alex’s 

performance and success. “We looked to Andela to 

scale up.” 

In addition to streamlined hiring and onboarding, 

Jarrett benefits from the time Andela saved him by 

“eliminating a significant chunk of the process.” 

ShowClix has since grown its team to a total of eight 

Andela developers based in Nigeria and Uganda. They 

work on three of the company’s four teams, executing 

core platform work for the company’s SaaS model. 

One team is entirely Andelan, one team is all Andelan 

supported by a Pittsburgh-based senior engineer, and 

one team is an integrated group of local Pittsburgh 

developers and Andela engineers. 

Along with this growth, ShowClix has also integrated 

distributed best practices across the organization, 

and so can focus more of their energy on continuing 

to serve over 10,000 clients hosting events in twenty 

different countries.

THE SOLUTION

There’s a lot of cost to hiring. There’s the cost of training, 

the recruitment, actually doing the interviews. [Andela] 

eliminates a significant chunk of the cost-it is a way to 

overcome our past hiring difficulties.”

-Jarrett  Hawrylak

Director of Software Engineering, ShowClix
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